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OfficeOne Shape Locker Serial Key - Protection Against
PowerPoint Design Changes OfficeOne Shape Locker offers
several ways to protect a PowerPoint presentation against
accidental changes, with options to lock the shapes and

properties of a set of selected shapes, as well as to lock the
shape selection. To protect your PowerPoint shape from being
modified accidentally, OfficeOne Shape Locker lets you lock
parts of your PowerPoint presentation. To do so, select the

required shapes or parts of a PowerPoint design on the fly and
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click on the Lock Icon to add the necessary protection to that
part of your design. Besides the protection, OfficeOne Shape

Locker offers unique options for viewing and locking the
selected shapes, providing the user with a better overview of
the shapes and their changes. Unlike other locks available on
the market, OfficeOne Shape Locker is a standalone software
that offers you a new level of design security. The additional

advantage is that you can unlock the shapes by simply
pressing the Unlock combination displayed on screen. Once

OfficeOne Shape Locker is added to your PowerPoint
presentations, you can follow the further steps and gain a

better overview of the lock status of each part of the design.
OfficeOne Shape Locker also comes with a helpful shape lock
status display area to easily keep track of the locked shapes.

You can unlock the status of the added locks to view the
selected shapes. How to protect shapes in your PowerPoint

presentations There are a number of ways to protect
PowerPoint shapes to avoid accidental changes. Power-suite
Office products include the OfficeOne Shape Locker add-in,

which comes with several unique ways to protect a
PowerPoint presentation from the accidental changes of the
shapes it contains. Using the PowerPoint Add-in: 1. Click on
the Design Tools tab and enter the shape locking option.2.
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Select the required shapes from the shape library and click on
Lock Icon to add the lock to the parts of the design.3.

Optional: You can also lock other properties for your shapes,
such as the rotation, the point editing and the selection, etc.
OfficeOne Shape Locker will only silently run in PowerPoint

and will not require any additional setup procedures. During
the setup process, users are allowed to install the necessary
parts that allow OfficeOne Shape Locker to function properly
and select the shape attributes to lock. The best way to deal

with this challenge is to join the shortlist. You need to log in to
continue, and become a free member.Become a free

b7e8fdf5c8
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OfficeOne Shape Locker is a friendly and non-obtrusive
PowerPoint add-in, which features easy-to-use shape locking
tools. More about OfficeOne Shape Locker: OfficeOne Shape
Locker is a friendly and non-obtrusive PowerPoint add-in,
which features easy-to-use shape locking tools. With the help
of the add-in, users can protect the shapes from their
presentations against changes. After the installation process,
OfficeOne Shape Locker will remain silent within PowerPoint
and users will not require any additional setup procedures.
OfficeOne Shape Locker menu offers the selection of various
shape attributes that can be locked, however, unfortunately,
with the locking feature, users can’t unlock or open the
shapes. A specific hotkey combination for unlocking the
selection of features would have been a much welcomed
addition, together with a better graphical confirmation for the
locked features. After selecting the required shapes,
OfficeOne Shape Locker provides the ability to open the
locked settings, which can be done by pressing the F2 key.
OfficeOne Shape Locker Requirements: OfficeOne Shape
Locker is a standalone application and requires no other
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components besides Microsoft PowerPoint. OfficeOne Shape
Locker is available for all editions of Microsoft PowerPoint,
including: Office One (requires OfficeOne Instalation CD)
Office 2010 (requires Office 2010 R2A CD) OfficeOne Shape
Locker Comments: OfficeOne Shape Locker can be considered
as a simple and non-obtrusive add-in for Microsoft PowerPoint,
with few basic features: - Protect the shapes from the
presentation - Protect shapes from text editing - Protect
shapes from rotation - Protect shapes from selection (locked
shapes become unselectable) OfficeOne Shape Locker is
totally free for personal use and it is available as a standalone
version. However, to remove the advertisement banners
within the application, you must purchase the add-in from
OfficeOne. OfficeOne Shape Locker Comments: OfficeOne
Shape Locker is a great tool for Microsoft PowerPoint users
that need a protective add-in. The OfficeOne Shape Locker
doesn’t work with all PowerPoint features, such as moving the
selected shapes within a slide or rearranging the slides.
Further, it doesn’t work with PowerPoint 2010 or PowerPoint
2011. OfficeOne Shape Locker is a simple, lightweight, and
effective shape locking tool. OfficeOne Shape Locker

What's New in the?
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This OfficeOne Shape Locker is a custom, PowerPoint add-in
that was created to protect shapes from PowerPoint
presentations. The application allows users to easily lock
shapes within their presentations and offers a large number of
options and display features that will help them protect
content. Also, the feature rich application allows users to
switch between the features of shapes and PowerPoint or
even use multiple tools for manipulating all kinds of content.
It’s recommended for use with PowerPoint 2010, 2013 and
2016 and works with all Microsoft products. OfficeOne Shape
Locker detailed features: Protect shapes from PowerPoint
presentations with lock option options OfficeOne Shape Locker
will allow users to completely lock the selected shapes and
their features. From rotation, shape, handle, point and text
editing, shape type, selection, position, or rotation, users will
be able to easily freeze all of those attributes. However, the
most annoying feature of OfficeOne Shape Locker is the fact
that after applying its lock option features, users will lose the
ability to unlock that object or modify any of its features. After
users have locked the shape / object, they will simply be left
with a blank PowerPoint screen with the locked shape in a
selectable state. Locking of shape selection features If users
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enable the Locking of shape selection feature of OfficeOne
Shape Locker, they will be able to lock shape selection in
PowerPoint. This way users will be able to create a
presentation with locked shape selection, which will make it
impossible to select that shape within the slide. After
activating the shape lock, users will be able to protect any
shape or object from changes and see whether the shape is
locked or not. The user interface will reflect that state by
displaying a checkmark for the protected shape. Functions of
the Add-in OfficeOne Shape Locker features several useful
options that will allow users to choose the exact way they
need it to work. The Locking of shape selection feature is a
great advantage, as it will create a presentation with locked
shape selection, which is perfect for protecting the shapes
from accidental changes. The Locking of shape selection
feature has been designed to completely lock the selection of
the shapes’ features. This way, users will be able to easily lock
selected / unprotected shapes, so that PowerPoint will not
allow them to be modified or deleted. Applications supported
by OfficeOne Shape Locker OfficeOne Shape Locker can work
with Microsoft PowerPoint 2010, 2013 and 2016. It will also
work with all other Microsoft Office programs. Applications no
longer
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System Requirements:

Internet browser supported by Windows: Windows Vista or
later. Windows XP is not supported. Internet browser
supported by Mac OS: Safari and Firefox (other browser may
work, but this is not guaranteed.) Internet browser supported
by Linux: Minimum Hardware Specifications: 64-bit Windows:
Intel Core i3 or higher 64-bit Mac OS: Intel Core i5 or higher
64-bit Linux
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